Become a Pioneer Sponsor
While health care leaders increasingly recognize the opportunity to improve the health of the
communities they serve, the pathways to do so remain the roads less traveled.

To help, we’ve developed Pathways to Population Health (P2PH).
P2PH exists to support health care organizations on their journey in making meaningful and measurable
improvements in health, well-being, and equity. We cordially invite you to join the P2PH movement as a
Pioneer Sponsor to help champion this work.
First, a bit of background: Co-led by five organizations — American Hospital Association/Health Research
& Educational Trust, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, Network for Regional Healthcare Improvement,
Public Health Institute, and Stakeholder Health — P2PH is the result of a collaboration between hundreds of
organizations and change agents united by a common purpose. That purpose? To leverage shared assets and
unique strengths to help health care organizations accelerate their individual and collective population health
improvement efforts.
The products of this collaboration thus far, which can be accessed at no cost at
www.pathways2pophealth.org, include:

•

A Framework – an articulation of foundational concepts and
four portfolios of work that health care organizations can
undertake to improve health, well-being, and equity

•

A Compass – a method to catalogue current population
health activities and identify opportunities to amplify efforts

•

An Oasis – a curated set of tools and resources to support
organizations on their population health journey

•

A Campaign – an opportunity for health care change
agents to share with and learn from one another
on this journey

		
		
		
		
		
		

We are seeking to engage a select number of organizations — including
health systems and organizations that support health care organizations — to become Pioneer Sponsors.
We will celebrate these organizations by making their commitment visible on the P2PH website, via features in
P2PH newsletters, and at in-person and virtual events. Pioneer Sponsors will also receive sample social media posts,
a newsletter template, and a sample slide deck to share news about their involvement. Finally, we’ll host bi-monthly
calls for Pioneer Sponsors to connect with and learn from one another.

We invite Pioneer Sponsors to:
3 Champion the movement by sharing P2PH tools and
p
		

resources within their organizations and networks

3 Engage your Health Care Organization (HCO) or Support
p
		

a group of HCOs on the Population Health Journey in

		

u

Learning to use the P2PH tools, framework and methodology

		

u

Taking the Compass to assess current portfolio of work

		

u

Developing an action plan

		

u

Utilizing tools and resources to support progress

		

u

Assessing progress quarterly and celebrate

3 Share progress with us:
p
		

u

			

We will ask that you help support the P2PH measurement collection quarterly by distributing a
survey to your cohorts as well as sharing any other evidence of progress that you are able to.

Sign up here
to become a Pioneer Sponsor, and reach out to us at P2PH@ihi.org with any questions.
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We’re excited about this new path —
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and hope that you’ll consider joining us on the journey.

